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Abst rac t - -Mak ing  use of certain operators of fractional calculus, we introduce a new class 
F6(n,A,a) of functions which are analytic in the open unit disk /4 and obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a function to be in the class Fs(n,A, ct). We also determine the radii of 
close-to-convexity, starlikenees, and convexity. Finally, an application involving fractional calculus of 
functions in the class F6(n, A, a) is considered. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEF IN IT IONS 
Let F(n) denote the class of functions f(z) of the form 
f(z) =z - -  E akz k, (ak >0; n•N:={1,2 ,3 , . . .} ) ,  (1.1) 
k=n+ 1
which are analytic in the open unit disk 
/ /=  {z : z • C and Izl < 1}. 
Let F~(n, A, a)  be the subclass of F(n) consisting of functions which also satisfy the inequality 
~{r(2-6)z ~-1 [(1-A)O~zf(z)+AzDl,+6f(z)]} >~,  (6+~< 1), (1.2) 
for some 6 (0 <_ 5 < 1), A (0 _< A <_ 1), and a (0 _< ~ < 1), and for all z • b/. Here, and 
throughout this paper, D~z denotes an operator of fractional calculus, which is defined as follows 
(cf., e.g., [1,2]). 
The present investigation was supported, in part, by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 
Canada under Grant OGP0007353. 
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DEFINITION 1. The fractional integral of order tz is defined by 
D; . f ( z ) _  1 f i z f(~) d4, 
r( .)  J0 ( z -<) l - .  
(#>0) ,  (1.3) 
where f (z )  is an analytic function in a simply-connected region of the z-plane containing the 
origin, and the multiplicity of (z - ~).-1 is removed by requiring log(z - ~) to be real when 
z -~>O.  
DEFINITION 2. The fractional derivative of order # is defined by 
1 d /0 z f(~) 
Df f (z ) -  F(1- #) dz (z -¢ )z  - -de ,  (0 ___#< 1), (1.4) 
where f (  z) is constrained, and the multiplicity of (z - ~)-~' is removed, as in Definition 1. 
DEFINITION 3. Under the hypotheses of Definition 1, the fractional derivative of order k + # is 
defined by 
d k 
Dkz +t" f (z )  = ~ D~z f(z) ,  (0 <_ # < 1; k • N0 := N U {0}). (1.5) 
The object of the present paper is to investigate various interesting properties of functions 
belonging to the class lFa(n, A, a). We remark in passing that 
Fo(1, A,a) = ]F~(a), (0 < A < 1; 0 < a < 1), (i.6) 
where the class F~(a) was studied recently by Bhoosnurmath and Swamy [3]. 
2. A THEOREM ON COEFF IC IENT BOUNDS 
THEOREM 1. A function f (z )  • F(n) is in the class lFs(n,A,a) if and only if 
oo 
E [ l+A(k - l -6 ) lF (k+l )  
k=n+l F(k + 1 - 6) ak _< 1 - A6 - a, (6 + a < 1). (2.1) 
The result is sharp. 
PROOF. Suppose that f (z )  • IF6(n, A, a). 
inequality (1.2), that 
Then, we find from Definitions 1 and 3, and the 
1-A5-  E [ l+A(k - l -6 ) ]F (k+l )  
k=n+l  F(k + 1 - 6) ak z k-1 
> a, (z • U). 
If we choose z to be real and let z ---, 1-,  we get 
oo  
l -A6 -  E [14-A(k - l -6 ) ]F (k+l )  
k=n+l  F(k + 1 - 6) ak >_ a, 
(6+c~ < I; 0<o~< I; 0<6 < I), 
which is equivalent to the assertion (2.1) of Theorem 1. 
Conversely, let us suppose that the inequality (2.1) holds true. Then, we have 
I t (2  -- 6) Z 5-1  [(1 - A) D~z f(z) + zA Dlz +~ f(z)] - 1 + 76[ 
x~ [ l+~(k -1 -6] r (k+1)  zk_ 1 
k=n+lZ--' F(k + 1 - 6) ak 
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< ~ [1 + ~(k - 1 - 6)] r (k + 1) 
k=nq-1 r (k  + 1 - 6) ak Izl ~-1 
_< 1 -A6-a ,  ( z•L l ;6+a<l ;O<a<l ;O<6<l ) ,  
which implies that f (z)  • Fs(n, A, a). 
Finally, we note that the assertion (2.1) of Theorem 1 is sharp, the extremal function being 
(1 - A6 - a )  r (n  + 2 - 6) zn+l  ' (n • N). 
y(z) = z - [1 + ,~(n - 6)] r (n  + 2) (2.2) 
COROLLARY 1. If y(z) • F~(n, A, a), then 
(1 - A6 - a)  r (n  + 2 - 6) 
a ,+ l  < [1 + A(n - 6)] r (n  + 2) ' (n • N). (2.3) 
COROLLARY 2. A function f(z)  • F(n) is in the class Fo(n,A,a) if and only ff 
oo  
[ l+A(k -1) ]a l¢<l -a ,  (0<A<I ;  0<a<l ) .  (2.4) 
k=n+l 
COROLLARY 3. 
the only if 
(cf., [3, p. 90, Theorem 1]). A function f(z)  • F(1) is in the class F0(1, A, a) if 
oo  
Z[ l+A(k -1) ]ak -< l -a '  (O<A<I ;  O_<a<l ) .  (2.5) 
k=2 
COROLLARY 4. I f / ( z )  6 Fo(n, 1, a), then N{f'(z)} > a for a11 z e 14. 
PROOF. Since f (z)  6 Fo(n, 1,a), we have (cf., [4]) 
oo  
kak<l - -a ,  (0<a< 1). 
k=n+l 
The result now follows from Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 5. I l l ( z )  • ]Fo(n,O,a), then 
> - -  (n • N). 
n+l '  
PROOF. Since f (z)  • F0(n,0,a), we have 
(~+1)  ~ ~k_< k~<_ l -c~,  
k=n+l k=n+l 
(2.6) 
(0 < a < 1; n E N), (2.7) 
by applying the known inequality (2.6). Therefore, we obtain 
1--(~ 
ak - n + < ----'~' (n E N). 
k=nq-1 
(2.8) 
COROLLARY 6. (cf., [3, p. 91, Corollary 1.2]). If f (z)  E F0(1,0,0), then 
for all z E ld. 
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THEOREM 2. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) and the function g(z) defined by 
oo  
g(z )=z-  E bkz k, (bk >0; n•N)  
k=n+l 
(2.9) 
be in the same class F~(n, A, a). Then, the function h(z) defined by 
h (z )=(1- f l ) f ( z )+f lg (z )=z-  E CkZ k, 
k=n + l 
(ck := (1-- fl) ak+flbk>_0; 0___f l<l;  n•N)  
is also in the class F6(n, A, a ) .  




[1 + A(k - 1 - 5)1 1"(k + 1) 
1"(k + 1 - 6) 
oo  
ck=(1- f l )  E [ l+A(k - l -6 ) ]1" (k+l )  
k=n+l F(k -b 1 = 6) ak 
oo  
+Z E [ l+A(k - l -6 )11" (k+l )  
k=n+l F(k + 1 - 6) bk 
_< (1 - f l ) (1  - A6-  a )  + f l (1  - A6-  c~) = 1 - 6A-  a ,  
which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
3. D ISTORTION THEOREMS INVOLVING OPERATORS 
OF  FRACTIONAL CALCULUS 
THEOREM 3. I l l ( z )  • F$(n,A, ot), then 
[D~-" f(z)] _< 
[z[l+~ ( 
1"(2+#) 1+ 
(1 - .~5 - a) I'(2 + ~) r(n + 2 - 6 )  ) 
(3.1) 
and 
Izl 1+" ( (1 - A6-  a)1"(2 + g)1"(n + 2 -5 )  ) 
[Dz g f(z)[ > 1"(2 + .) .1 - ~- -X~- -~T2 + ~i Izl., 
for # > 0 and n e N, and for MI z E U. 
PROOF. Suppose that f(z) • F~(n, A, a). Then, we find from (2.1) that 
(3.2) 
[1 + A(n - 6)1 r (n  + 2) 
OO 00 
ak_< ~ r (k+l -6 )  F(n + 2 - 6) k=n+l k=n+l 
[1 + A(k - 1 - 6)] r(k + 1) 
ak, (3.3) 
which evidently ields 
oo  ak < (1 -A6-a)V(n+2-6)  
k=n+l - [1 + A(n - 6)] r (n  + 2) ' (n e N). (3.4) 
Making use of (3.4) and Definition 1, we have 
z l+~ 
D2" I (z)  = r(2 + ~) 
-- z l+tt 
r(2 + ~) 
1 - E r(k + 1) r(2 +, )  
k=,~+l F(k + 1 + p) 
1 -  ~ O(k) akz k-1 , 
k=n+l 
a z X) 
(3.5) 
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where, for convenience, 
O(k) = r(k + 1) 1"(2 + p) r(k + 1 + ~) (#>0;  k>n+l ;  n•N) .  
Clearly, the function O(k) is decreasing in k, and we have 
0 < O(k) < O(n + 1) = r(n + 2) r(2 + . )  
r(n + 2 + ~) 
Thus, we find from (3.4)-(3.6) that 
z,l+ ( 
ID-;"f(z)l <- r7~7;) l+lzlO(n+l) ak 
k=n+l 
[zl 1+" ( (1 -A6-a) r (2+#)P(n+2-a)  ) 
-< P(2 + , )  1 + T iT~SN-~) -~72+ ; i  Izl , 
which is precisely the assertion (3.1), and that 
[D~'f(z)] >- V(2+#) 1-1zle(n+1) ~ ak 
k=n+l 
Izl 1÷" ( (1 -~6-~)r (2+/~)r (n+2-6)  ) 
>r(2+~) 1-  [ i75N-~) - ] -~¥~+; j  Izl , 
which is the same as the assertion (3.2). 
THEOREM 4. If f(z) • F6(n, .k, o0, then 
[Z[ 1-/* ( (1 -- ~6 -- a)r(2 - /~)r(n + 2 -  6) ) 
IDz'Y(z)l _< r~-7,)  1- + i i ;~{Tzg)~NT$- ;S  Izl , 
and 
IzJ 1-" ( l _ (1 -~6-~)r (2 - . ) r (n+2-6)  ) 
[Dz ~ f(z)[ _> P(2 - #~ if_7 - ~( -~-~i~-~-~:~j  ]z[ , 
for 0 <_ # < 1 and n E N, and for all z E U. 
PROOF. Suppose that f(z) E F6(n,A,a). Then, we find from (2.1) that 
[1 + A(n - 6)] r (n  + 1) oo oo 
~(n7--27~-) E kak <_ E [1 + A(k - 1 -6 ) ]F (k  + 1) 
k=n+l k=n+l F(k + 1 - 6) ak, 
which evidently ields 
k=n+l 
kak < 
(1 - A6 - a)  F (n  + 2 - 6) 
[1 + A(n -  6)]F(n + 1) 
(0<A<I ;0<5<I ;nEN) .  
Now, making use of (3.10) and Definition 2, we have 
Z 1 -l~ I D~z f(z) - F~----~) 1 - 
zl--~ ( 
- -  r (2  - #) I - 
oo r(k + 1) r(2 - ~) ) 
k=n+l 









where, for convenience, 
¢(k) = 
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r(k) r(2 - ~) 
r(k + 1 - #) 
(0_<#< 1; k>n+l ;  n•N) .  
Since the function ¢(k) is decreasing in k, we also have 
0 < ¢(k) < V(n + 1) = r(n + 1) r(2 - ~) 
r(n + 2 - ~) (3.12) 
Thus, we find from (3.10)-(3.12) that 
,z.( ) 
{D~y(z){ < rE - - ; )  l+{z{¢(n+l )  E kak 
k=n÷ l 
IzlX-" / (1 - ~6 - a) r(2 -/~) r(n + 2 - 6) ) 
which is precisely the assertion (3.7), and that 
ID~"l(z)}>_ 1-1z{O(n+l)  ~ kak 
k=n+l  
> Izll-" /'1 - (1 - ~6 - a ) r (2  - , )  r (n  + 2 - 6)izl~ 
which is the same as the assertion (3.8). 
THEOREM 5. I l l ( z )  • F6(n,A,a), then 
Iz[-' ( (1 - A6-  a) (n+l  - 6)F(1 - 6) } 
[oF '  Y(z)l < r~- -~)  -1+ ~-~X~-~:S~ ~ Izl_, (3.13) 
and 
t~l-' ( ix - ~6-  ~)(.  + 1 - 6 ) r (2 -  6) / 
IoFa f(=)[-> r (1 -  6--- --~ .1 -  77 -~ 7-~[ Izl/, (3.14) 
for 0 < 6 < 1 and n • N, and for a/1 z •/4. 
PROOF. Suppose that f(z) • F~(n, ~, c~). Then, we find from (2.1) that 
oo r(k + 1) F(1 - 6) (1 - A6 - ~)(n + 1 - 6) F(1 - 6) 
k=n+l --  1 + A(n - 6) (3.15) 
(0< A< 1; 0<6<1;  n•N) .  
On the other hand, by applying Definition 3 (with k = 1 and # = 6), we obtain 
z-6 ( °° F (k+l )F (1 -6 )  ) 
DF'  i(~) = r (~-  ~) 1 - ~ r(~ - ~) ~ zk-~ • (3.16) 
k=n+l  
Thus, by combining (3.15) and (3.16), we immediately get the assertions (3.13) and (3.14) of 
Theorem 5. 
Setting 6 = # = 0 in Theorem 4, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 7. I f  f ( z )  • ~o(n,/~, Or), then 
Izl fl~--~na izl2 _< I/(z)l _< Izl + ~ 1  -a  izl~., (3.17) 
for all z • Ll and n • N. 
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For 5 = 0, Theorem 5 yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 8. I l l ( z )  E F0(n,A,a), then 
1-  (1 -a ) (n+l )  (1 -a ) (n+l )  
1 + An [z[ <: [f'(z)[ < 1 + 1 + An [z[, (3.18) 
for all z E ld and n E N. 
Next, setting 5 = # = 0 and n = 1 in Theorem 4 (or, simply, n = 1 in Corollary 7), we have 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 9. (cf., [3, p. 91, Theorem 2]). If  f(z) E F0(1,A,a), then 
]z[ -  1 -a  1 -a [z l2  ' 1 ÷"A Iz[2 -< If(z)[ _< [z[ + (3.19) 
for all z ELt. 
If we set ~ = 0 and n = 1 in Theorem 5 (or, alternatively, if we just let n = 1 in Corollary 8), 
we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 10. (el., [3, p. 92, Theorem 3]). I l l ( z )  E iF0(1, A,a), then 
1 2(1 - a) 2(1 - a) 
1 + A ]z[ _< [f'(z)l < 1 + 1 +-------~ [z[, (3.20) 
for all z E lg. 
Numerous further consequences of Theorems 3-5 (and of Corollaries 7-10) can indeed be de- 
duced by specializing the various parameters involved. 
4. RADI I  OF  CLOSE-TO-CONVEXITY ,  
STARL IKENESS,  AND CONVEXITY  
A function f (z)  E iF(n) is said to be close-to-convex of order/3 if it satisfies the inequality 
(cf., [5,6]) 
~{f ' (z )} >/3, (4.1) 
for some 3 (0 </3 < 1) and for all z E L(. On the other hand, a function f (z)  E IF(n) is said to 
be starlike of order 13 if it satisfies the inequality (cf., [5,6]) 
zf'(z) N{ f--~-} >/3, (4.2) 
for some /3 (0 < 3 < 1) and for all z E /.4. Furthermore, a function f (z)  E IF(n) is said to be 
convex of order/3 if and only if zf ' (z)  is starlike of order/3, that is, if it satisfies the inequality 
(cf., [5,6]) 
for some 3 (0 _< fl < 1) and for all z E b/. 
-4- Z fit(z) } 
ft(z------~ > ~' (4.3) 
THEOREM 6. I l l ( z )  E iFs(n,A,o~), then f(z) is dose-go-convex of order fl in ]z I < r l (a,A,5,~),  
where 
rl(a,A,5,/~) = in f  [ (1 -  ~)F(k)[1 +A(k -1  ;~) ] ]  W(k-1) 
(1 - A5 - a)  F(k + 1 
(k_>n+l ;  hEN) .  
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PROOF. It is sufficient o show that If(z) - I I  < 1 - lJ- Indeed, we have 
OO 
If(z) - 11 _< ~ k=~ Izl k-~ < 1 - ~, 
k=n+l 
and 
OO k--" r(k + 1)[1 + A(k - 6 - 1)1 
k=n+l ~ F(k + 1 - 6) 
Hence, (4.4) is true if 
klzl k-~ < r(k + 1)[1 + ~(k - 6 - 1)] 
1 - ~ - (1 - A6 - a)  r (k  + 1 - 6 ) '  
Solving (4.6) for Izl, we obtain 
~) P(k)[1 + A(k - 1 - 6)1 ] 1/(k-l) 
,z,< j ' 
which obviously proves Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 7. I# f(z)  • Fc(n, ~, ~), then f(z) is starlike of order/~ in 
Izl < r~.(~,~,6,Z), 
where 
[ (1  - ~)r (k  + 1)[1 + A(k - 1 - 6)1 ] VCk-1) 
We must show that 
zf'(z) 1 <1-~,  
7N - 
PROOF. 
In fact, we have 
ak < 1 - A6-a .  
for [z[ < r2(ot, A,6,~). 
(k_>n+l ;  n•N) .  
if 




(k> n+l ;  n•N) .  
COROLLARY 12. I l l (z)  6 F0(1, A, a), then f(z) is close-to-convex of order ~ in [z[ < r4(a, A, j3), 
where 
[ (1 - ~)[1 + ~(k -  1)]] ' /(~-1~ 
?~4(~ , ~) i~f k(1 - ~) J , (k • N \ {1}). 
L 
COROLLARY 13. I l l (z )  • F0(1,A,a), then f(z) is starlike of order ~ in [z[ < rs(a,A,/3), where 
rs(a,A,13) = i~f [(1-/3)[1 + A(k-1)].] '/(k-1}- ~-~f -g j  , (k•N\{1}) .  
COROLLARY 14. H f(z) • F0(1,A,a), then f(z) is convex of order fl in [z[ < rc(a,A, fl), where 
[(1-~)[1 + :~(k ~¢)1 ] v'~-~, 
rc(a,A,~)=i~f / ~--L'_~-~(~: , (k•N\{1}) .  
In their special cases when ~ = 0, Corollaries 12-14 were proved earlier by Bhoosnurmath and 
Swamy [3, pp. 93-94, Theorems 5 and 6]. 
where 
[ ( l -~) r (k ) [ l+A(k - l -~  ] l /(k-U 
ra(a, A, 6, ~) = ir~f L (/~ L--~-~ _- ~-~ - a - -~ ~_ 7 ) (k_>n+l ;  HEN).  
a), then f(z) is convex of order ~ in 
Izl < r3(~,~,6,Z) ,  
which evidently proves Theorem 7. 
COROLLARY 11. I f f (z )  E F~(n,A, 
(k - D)lzl  k-1 < r (k  + 1)[1 4- A(k - 6 - 1)] (k _> n + 1; n e N) ,  (4.8) 
1 - Z - (1 - ,X6 - a )  r (k  + 1 - 6 ) '  
zf ' (z)  J Ek~__n+l (k .  1)ak IZl k-1 
f (z)  1 < 1 -- EkO°=n+l ak Izl k-1 ~ 1 -- ,~, (4.7) 
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